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Jesus came and stood among them and said, “Peace be with you.” 
Why do we have to have the shops closed at Easter? Mike Hosking did a piece on Breakfast radio about 
this and what surprised me with the responses were the number of people getting fixated on the idea of 
the church trying to control the lives of ordinary people. There was a real divide over the place of compet-
ing belief systems, of the place of acknowledging tradition and spirituality, let alone the social benefits of 
the whole of society having time out from a consumerist mind set 
“Why do we have to go to church?” How many of you had to find an adequate response to that question 
over the years with your children. That was just as awkward a question for ministers families as it was for 
you. On the one hand, there was the need to keep the family together learning common values about life, 
the universe, God and everything else, and on the other the niggle that religion, especially in New Zeal-
and, is a private and voluntary affair. 
Now there is an extra dimension. Why do we have to go to church, because I can be a spiritual person 
without all that religious stuff? Church is going the way of many of society’s institutions. I can  do stuff 
without needing to join a club. I can take my kids tramping or provide them with activities, they don’t 
need to join Scouts or Guides for that. But I’m more interested in the spiritual dimension of this question. 
At its heart it is suggesting that the real goal in life is to be a good, spiritual person – whatever that might 
be. 
The younger generations are increasingly divorcing their religious life from their so-called “spiritual” life, 
and doing it in such a way that lets loose of any social dimension. One of the goals of spirituality it seems 
these days is to get “inner peace” and you are to move heaven and earth it seems to achieve that.  But is 
that realistic. Lets explore today’s gospel story to find out. What kind of peace do you usually think of 
when you hear the words of Jesus, “Peace be with you?” Isn’t it usually peace from inner turmoil and guilt? 
Walter Wangerin, in his novel The Book of God describes these two visitations vividly. Fearful and angry 
men are caged in a room. They are afraid of the authorities and angry about how they have let themselves 
down by deserting Jesus. He describes possible arguments between the disciples Peter and John, Andrew 
and James, the emotions running high and the small fledgling community in danger of disintegrating then 
and there. Peter and James are pictured as ready to come to blows, blaming each other, and just as the ac-
tion starts, there is Jesus between them speaking his word of peace. 
Peace in that situation is far more than simply having an inner serenity, being freed from guilt and turmoil. 
There is the one on one strife. There are the dynamics of the community and there is the need for that in-
ner peace. They are all important. In that situation, to have one of the disciples experiencing a blinding ex-
perience of peace while the rest are still fighting would make a mockery of the idea of peace. Peace isn’t 
just a personal state, where each of us individually might find some measure of inner peace in the midst of 
chaotic lives, it is about all the relationships in ones community. 
I don’t want to challenge our need for inner peace. It’s a real need. Yet how can we reach that state? For me 
there is a need to challenge the individualism behind this drive and ask whether you can have inner peace 
without having peace in your relationships, too? In other words, if our ability to live in community has 
broken down, and there’s little or no peace with others, can you find peace as an individual? I think lots of 
us try, but I would question whether we can succeed by ourselves. And, even to the extent that some do 
succeed at having an inner peace, what about the rest of the world? Do we just let it go? Does anyone have 
responsibility to help make the world a more peaceful place? 
So let’s at least see if we can answer our first question: “Do we have to go to church?” We can answer, “Yes, 
if we want to truly have peace.” And by peace, not just meaning inner peace. Our inner peace depends on 



our being able to live in peace with others. It’s the kind of full and gracious peace that Christ brings into 
our midst ever since that first Easter evening. We come to church, gathered with other people, so that Je-
sus can teach us, can bestow on us, his brand of ultimate (not just inner) peace. We aren’t going to learn 
this kind of peace, or receive this kind of peace, sitting at home by ourselves. 
Why is Christ’s peace more ultimate and lasting? The short answer is: God’s unconditional forgiveness 
through the cross and resurrection of Jesus which binds us together in lasting ways. The longer answer, 
well, we’re only likely to discover the answer by going to church and gathering with Jesus’ disciples. It’s a 
question that, open to the work of the Holy Spirit, the Spirit Jesus continues to breath on us, we can work 
out in our lives together. And then, we too can come out from behind the closed doors! 
Linked with both these “peace-behind-the-shut-door” experiences is the stuff about forgiveness.  “Receive 
the Holy Spirit. If you forgive the sins of any, they are forgiven them; if you retain the sins of any, they are 
retained.” John describes the Holy Spirit as the Paraclete. The Paraclete is the defender of victims. How do 
we defend victims? One way of defending victims is to go and kill the victimisers. We know where that 
leads. That is the mentality of the lynch mob, and its modern equivalent of the media mob’s feeding frenzy. 
It is eye for eye stuff, and the work of violent revolution. 
So, how does the Paraclete defend victims? Forgiveness, even forgiveness of the victimisers. From our usu-
al standpoint we’ve usually read this as a stern God who says, “You get to go out there and decide who is 
going to go to hell and who is not.” However, the part about retaining sins is an urging to the disciples to 
get out there and get busy forgiving people’s sins, because if they don’t do it, it won’t get done. Unless 
people experience forgiveness from them, they won’t be forgiven. If they don’t experience forgiveness at the 
hands of the Jesus’ disciples, then they will go on creating all kinds of rituals by which they hope they will 
feel expiated. It’s not some pious thing that says, “There, you’re OK now” It is tremendously dynamic - and 
hard to pull off. People today will pay hundreds of dollars an hour trying to be forgiven by undertaking in-
depth therapy. 
Archbishop Rowan Williams wrote: “There is no hope of understanding the Resurrection outside the pro-
cess of renewing humanity in forgiveness. We are all agreed that the empty tomb proves nothing. We need 
to add that no amount of apparitions, however well authenticated, would mean anything either, apart from 
the testimony of forgiven lives communicating forgiveness.” The resurrection was an experience of forgive-
ness. The disciples had all abandoned Jesus, becoming complicit with his murderers. The fact that the re-
surrection was happening to them was an experience of forgiveness for them. 
One of the most important elements of forgiveness is that it actively works to keep the relationships with-
in the community alive and vital. It is the key to creating peace within. It is why inner peace is not enough. 
It is why despite the rejection of “institutional religion” forgiveness needs a community (us) dedicated to 
its practice, even if we don’t get it right. Jesus came to his disciples who had abandoned and denied him, 
who were grief-stricken, afraid, and feeling “guilty as sin.” He doesn’t return for vengeance but comes in-
stead with peace and sends them to go out into the world extending the word of forgiveness to others! To 
spread a message of forgiveness, he sends not those who appear blameless or worthy. He sends those who 
truly know that they themselves have been forgiven. 
You and I are called as disciples of Jesus. Why? Because we are somehow better than others? No, the job 
description for being a disciple of Jesus begins with knowing how wrong you are, and with knowing how 
much you are forgiven. It begins by recognising our own guilt and then having the wonderful experience 
of being forgiven for it. Life can begin anew! There is a joy in being forgiven, and that joy is knowing the 
life-giving power of being forgiven. 
Our Risen Lord comes to us saying, “Peace be with you.” He comes to call us, and to use us to help spread 
the news. He comes to ask us to extend this word of healing, life-giving forgiveness to others: “If you for-
give the sins of any, they are forgiven them.” Oh, and the second part too, “if you retain the sins of any, 
they are retained.” But after you yourself have had your sins forgiven, could you really retain the sins of 
another? You see? Jesus has sent out the right group of people, after all.


